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Born in the border city of Piedras Negras in the state of Coahuila, Mexico,
Daniel Alcalá grew up with vistas of an arid, fertile land along the Rio
Grande River morphing into a place with cranes facilitating the
construction of high-rise office buildings and hotels, communication
towers, and advertising billboards standing side-by-side or often replacing
older, smaller structures. Then as well as now since living in Mexico City,
he has observed how these vertical, rhythmic totems reordered the space
of the landscape and surrounding sky while indicating economic
development and “progress”. The association with Phoenix is at once
recognizable although these types of constructs in our built environment
often pale when viewing the natural landscapes of surrounding mountains
and high deserts. For example, the distinct and iconic form of the
Westward Ho Hotel on Central Avenue topped with its radio tower
punctuated the Phoenix landscape and was the tallest building between
Texas cities and Los Angeles until the 1970s when taller high-rise
buildings were constructed. In these and many other cities, urban sprawl
has displaced the landscape that existed millions of years before. 

The works presented in this exhibition give visual voice to Daniel
Alcalá’s ideas and impressions of uncontrolled growth of cities and the
consequent alteration of the landscape with images of urban and
industrial environment, such as billboards, bridges, radio, television, and
cellphone towers, and construction sites which signify this transformation.
As Mexico-based art critic José Manuel Springer wrote in the exhibition
text for the artist’s 2009 exhibition in Amsterdam, “Daniel Alcalá’s art
follows a new form and function of the archaeology of the cities. He
started out as a wanderer in a city with a landscape of billboards,
unfinished building structures, and doomed architectural wonders left to
their fate by Modernist architects.” Alcalá explores specific relationships
between light, shadow, volume, and scale in working with acrylic paint,
graphite, paper cutting, and in the manipulation of vintage photographs he
acquires in Mexico City flea markets. 

Solo exhibitions include Black Forest (Wendt & Friedmann Gallery,
Berlin, 2009), The Last City of the End of the World (Oscar Cruz Gallery,
São Paulo, Brazil, 2010), and Hotel Garage (University Museum of Chopo,
Mexico City, 2013). He has also exhibited his art work in Colombia,
England, France, and Japan. Selected group exhibitions include:
Interventions to Landscape - QUI VIVE?, Moscow Biennale 1 (Moscow,
Russia, 2008); Slash - Paper Under the Knife at Museum of Arts and
Design (New York, 2009); and Lost Horizon at Xu Yuan Centre (Beijing,
China, 2014). He has been awarded Mexico’s Fellowship of the National
System of Art Creators (2010-2013).
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Collaboratively presented with Centro International de las
    Artes, A.C. (CIAAC), Tijuana, Baja California, México. 
This exhibition will travel to and open in Tijuana on
February 19, 2016.


